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#### Background:
The prevalence of atopic disorders in ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is unknown. AS and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) exhibit divergent T helper (Th) cell cytokine patterns.

#### Objective:
To test the hypothesis that Th2 polarised atopic disorders may be decreased in Th1 polarised RA but increased in AS, which is characterised by an impaired Th1 cytokine pattern, by assessing the prevalence of atopic disorders in AS and RA.

#### Methods:
2008 subjects (380 patients with AS, 728 patients with RA, 900 controls) from Berlin, Germany, were considered in this cross sectional study. A questionnaire incorporating questions from the European Community Respiratory Health Survey (ECRHS) and the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) protocol was mailed to all subjects. Disease severity was assessed by the modified Health Assessment Questionnaire (mHAQ).

#### Results:
1271 (63.3%) people responded to the questionnaire. The prevalence of any atopic disorder was 24.6% (96/248) in patients with AS, 20.7% (111/536) in controls, and 13.1% (64/487) in patients with RA (p=0.009 for AS vs RA; p=0.001 for controls vs RA). Hay fever was reported by 40/248 (16.1%) patients with AS, 82/536 (15.3%) controls, and 42/487 (8.6%) patients with RA (p=0.002 for AS vs RA; p=0.001 for controls vs RA). Atopic dermatitis was reported by 19/248 (7.7%) patients with AS, 26/536 (4.9%) controls, and 14/487 (2.9%) patients with RA (p=0.003 for AS vs RA), and asthma by 18/248 (7.3%) patients with AS, 35/536 (6.5%) controls, and 21/487 (4.3%) patients with RA. The differences were related neither to age nor to drugs. Disease severity was less in atopic patients with RA who had the atopic disorder before the onset of RA (median mHAQ 0.75) than in patients in whom RA preceded the atopic disorder (median mHAQ 1.75; p=0.027).

#### Conclusions:
Atopic disorders are decreased in RA but only slightly and non-significantly increased in AS. This may imply that atopy confers some protection from RA but only little if any susceptibility to AS.

It may further indicate that the cytokine deviation towards an impaired Th1 pattern in AS is less strong than the cytokine deviation towards Th1 in RA, a finding which may affect future therapeutic approaches.

---

**Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is a systemic inflammatory disease affecting predominantly the axial skeleton but also the peripheral joints, entheses, the eye, and occasionally the aortic root.** Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is also a systemic inflammatory disease but in contrast with AS affects primarily the joints of the hand and feet in a symmetrical fashion. The primary site of inflammation in RA is the synovium but in AS appears to be the enthesis and sites where ligaments insert into bone. AS usually begins in the second or third decade whereas the onset of RA is rarely before the fourth decade. AS affects more men than women, which is in contrast with the female preponderance in RA. Both diseases result in substantial and almost equal morbidity.

Atopic disorders comprise hay fever, allergic asthma, and atopie eczema/neurodermatitis and usually arise in early childhood. Key pathogenetic features of atopic disorders are raised levels of IgE and a characteristic T helper cell cytokine pattern. Among T helper cells (Th) two opposite poles of immune responses can be distinguished based on the secretion of cytokines: the Th1 cytokine pattern with predominant secretion of interferon γ (IFNγ) and induction of a cellular immune response, and the Th2 cytokine pattern with predominant secretion of interleukin (IL) 4, IL5, and IL13 and induction of the humoral immune response. While atopic disorders are associated with a Th2 cytokine pattern, RA is considered to be a Th1 polarised disease. Th1 and Th2 cytokine patterns and other spondyloarthropathies with low production of IFNγ and tumour necrosis factor α (TNFα) without relevant changes in IL4 production can best be described as an impaired Th1 cytokine pattern. It is therefore similar but not identical to that of atopic disorders and clearly different from that in RA.

The generation of a Th1 immune response is inhibited in the presence of Th2 cytokines and vice versa. Based on the reciprocal inhibition of the development of Th1 and Th2 responses it has been suggested that Th1 and Th2 polarised immune responses and also Th1 and Th2 polarised diseases mutually exclude each other. Because the cytokine patterns in AS and RA are not restricted to inflamed tissue but to some extent a systemic feature of each disease we suggested that the impaired Th1 cytokine pattern in AS may well be compatible with the coexistence of atopic disorders whereas the strong Th1 pattern in RA is less compatible with such coexistence. We therefore studied the prevalence of asthma, hay fever, and atopic eczema in large cohorts of patients with AS, patients with RA, and controls in West Berlin.

**PATIENTS AND METHODS**

**Patients and controls**
At the end of 1997, patients with RA and AS were identified from the German Rheumatological Database. Entries to this database were made by rheumatologists at routine practice or at regular scientific meetings. To test the hypothesis that Th2 polarised atopic disorders may be decreased in Th1 polarised RA but increased in AS, we assessed the prevalence of atopic disorders in AS and RA by means of a cross sectional questionnaire. The questionnaire was designed according to the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) protocol and included questions on the prevalence of asthma, hay fever, and atopic eczema. Disease severity was assessed by the modified Health Assessment Questionnaire (mHAQ). Disease severity was less in atopic patients with RA who had the atopic disorder before the onset of RA (median mHAQ 0.75) than in patients in whom RA preceded the atopic disorder (median mHAQ 1.75; p=0.027). Atopic disorders are decreased in RA but only slightly and non-significantly increased in AS. This may imply that atopy confers some protection from RA but only little if any susceptibility to AS. It may further indicate that the cytokine deviation towards an impaired Th1 pattern in AS is less strong than the cytokine deviation towards Th1 in RA, a finding which may affect future therapeutic approaches.

**Abbreviations:** AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ECRHS, European Community Respiratory Health Survey; IFNγ, interferon γ; IL, interleukin; ISAAC, International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Children; mHAQ, modified Health Assessment Questionnaire; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; RF, rheumatoid factor; Th, T helper; TNFα, tumour necrosis factor α.
Table 1 Demographic data of patients and controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Numbers (n)</th>
<th>Age (years) (mean (SD))</th>
<th>Disease duration (years) (mean (SD))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>47.9 (12.3)</td>
<td>14.1 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>60.3 (12.5)</td>
<td>12.2 (9.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>49.8 (15.6)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Prevalence [%] of any atopic disorder in controls, patients with AS, and patients with RA. The differences between AS and RA, and between controls and RA, respectively, were significant as indicated by the p value.

RESULTS Demographic data

The questionnaire was mailed to 2008 subjects (380 patients with AS, 728 RF positive patients with RA, and 900 controls). 248 (65.3%) patients with AS, 487 (66.9%) patients with RA, and 536 (59.6%) controls responded to the questionnaire. The mean age (SD) was 47.9 (12.3) years in AS, 49.8 (15.6) years in controls, and 60.3 (12.5) years in RA (p<0.05 for mean age RA vs controls and v AS). The mean (SD) disease duration was 14.1 (10.6) years in patients with AS and 12.2 (9.7) years in patients with RA (table 1).

Database are made voluntarily by rheumatologists at university hospital outpatient clinics, other rheumatology hospitals, or in private rheumatological practice. Diagnoses were made according to the 1987 American Rheumatism Association criteria (RA) and the 1984 modified New York criteria (AS). In order not to include in the RA group patients with spondyloarthopathies incorrectly diagnosed as “rheumatoid factor (RF) negative RA”, only patients with RA who were positive for RF were selected from the database for this study.

Hospital staff members from the Benjamin Franklin Hospital (n=750), of whom about half were involved in patient care and half in hospital administration, were chosen as controls. Elderly patients without any known inflammatory rheumatic disease who were attending an osteoporosis outpatient clinic (n=150) were additionally selected as controls to allow comparisons, particularly with the RA group for whom a higher mean age was expected.

All patients and controls selected for this study were residents of West Berlin because differences in the prevalence of atopy between West and East Germany have been reported. Patients and controls willing to respond to the questionnaire were asked to indicate their name and address but could also respond anonymously in order to increase the response rate; this approach, however, did not allow a second contact to non-responders.

Questionnaire

During a three month period, from January to March 1998, a questionnaire was mailed to all patients and controls. The questionnaire comprised standardised questions extracted from the European Community Respiratory Health Survey (ECRHS) and from the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Children (ISAAC) protocol. The ECRHS protocol assesses bronchial symptoms related to atopic asthma in adults. The ISAAC protocol has been designed primarily for allergies in children of various age. Therefore, the module for children (ISAAC protocol) was chosen for this study to assess symptoms related to hay fever and atopic eczema. The individual sets of questions of the composed questionnaire have been validated in several countries including Germany and together with similar questionnaires successfully applied to assess the prevalence of atopic disorders without further testing in several large international surveys.

Selected questions from the questionnaire had to be positively answered. These were for asthma “Have you had wheezing or whistling in your chest at any time in the past 12 months? If yes: Have you had this wheezing or whistling when you did not have a cold?” or alternatively “Have you had an attack of asthma in the past 12 months?”; for hay fever “In the past 12 months have you had a problem with sneezing, or a runny, or a blocked nose when you did not have a cold or the flu? If yes: Has this nose problem been accompanied by itchy, watery eyes?”; for atopic eczema “Have you ever had an itchy rash which was coming and going for at least six months?” If yes: “Has this itchy rash at any time affected one of the following places: the folds of the elbows, behind the knees, in front of the ankles, under the buttocks, or around the neck, ears, or eyes?” If answers to the above questions were positive the actual presence of asthma, hay fever, or atopic eczema in that person was already highly likely. However, before considering this person as atopic we required in addition a positive answer to the following question: “Did a doctor or general practitioner ever diagnose you as having asthma, hay fever, or atopic eczema?”

Further questions of the questionnaire were about sex, age, disease duration, onset of AS or RA, onset of the atopic disorder, and other allergies. The modified Health Assessment Questionnaire (mHAQ) was applied to assess disease severity of AS and RA. For each atopic patient with RA we tried to identify a non-atopic patient with RA among the responders who was matched for sex, age, and disease duration, and assessed details of the patient’s drugs, including steroid dosage, by a telephone interview.

Sample size and statistics

Based on preliminary results, which were fully published later, reporting a 50% decrease of hay fever in patients with RA and a small pilot study of our own conducted in Berlin and Oxford, UK (Bowness R, personal communication), a power calculation was made for RA: Assuming a response rate to the questionnaire of 60% we calculated that studying 728 patients with RA would give a power of 80% to detect a 50% decrease of hay fever at a significance level of a one sided p value of <0.05. In the absence of data on atopic disorders in AS no sample size calculation was made for patients with AS and as many patients as possible were considered. A χ² test, t test, and non-parametric tests such as the Mann-Whitney U test were applied to make comparisons between groups and within groups as appropriate. All statistics were calculated using the computer software SPSS 8.0.

All the methods used in this study were approved by the ethical committee of the Benjamin Franklin Hospital, Berlin.
Prevalence of atopy

Overall, atopic disorders in AS (24.6%) were increased compared with RF positive RA (13.1%; p=0.0009, OR 2.16, 95%CI 1.46 to 3.19) and non-significantly increased compared with controls (20.7%), who were ranked in between AS and RA (fig 1). When analysing the various atopic subsets separately the prevalences of asthma, hay fever, and atopic eczema were all highest in AS, intermediate in controls, and lowest in RA. The reported prevalences for asthma were 7.3% (AS), 6.5% (controls), and 4.3% (RA), for hay fever 16.1% (AS), 8.6% (RA), and 15.3% (controls) (AS v RA p=0.002, OR 2.04, 95% CI 1.28 to 3.24), and for atopic eczema 7.7% (AS), 4.9% (controls), and 2.9% (RA) (AS v RA p=0.003, OR 2.8, 95% CI 1.38 to 5.69), respectively (fig 2). Although atopic disorders were always higher in patients with AS than in controls the differences were not significant. In patients with RA the prevalences of hay fever (8.6%) and of any atopy (13.1%) were significantly decreased compared with controls (15.3% and 20.7%, respectively) (p=0.001, OR 0.52, 95% CI 0.35 to 0.77 for hay fever; and p=0.001, OR 0.58, 95% CI 0.41 to 0.81 for any atopy) (figs 1 and 2).

Age and atopy

Atopic patients with RA were slightly younger than non-atopic RF positive patients with RA (mean age 56.6 v 60.9 years; p=0.02). Likewise, atopic patients with AS were also slightly younger than non-atopic patients with AS, but this was not significant (mean age 46.6 v 48.3 years; p=0.4). To

Figure 2. Prevalence (%) of asthma, hay fever, and atopic eczema in controls (n=536), patients with AS (n=248), and patients with RA (n=487). The differences for hay fever between AS and RA, and between controls and RA, and the difference for atopic eczema between AS and RA, respectively, were significant as indicated by the p values.

Figure 3. Prevalence of any atopic disorder in controls and in patients with RA according to age. In addition to the percentage, absolute numbers of atopic subjects are also given. A significant difference was found for the 45–54 year age group.
assess further any potential influence of age on the differences in the prevalence of atopy we divided the 735 patients (248 with AS and 487 with RA) and 536 controls into the following age groups: \(<34 \text{ years}, 35–44 \text{ years}, 45–54 \text{ years}, 55–64 \text{ years,}\) and \(\geq 65 \text{ years.}\) Because the number of very young (\(<34 \text{ years})\) patients with RA was small the youngest RA age group was defined as \(<44 \text{ years.}\) There was a continuous decrease of atopy with increasing age among the controls and the patients with RA. Figures 3 and 4 show that the trend for a slight increase of atopy in the total AS group and the decrease of atopy in the total RA group compared with controls was not confined to particular age groups but was a consistent finding in almost all age groups. Because numbers within individual age groups became small a significant difference in the prevalence of atopy between RA and controls was found only for the 45–54 years group (p=0.001) (figs 3 and 4).

**Sex and atopy**

The prevalence of atopy was non-significantly higher in female than in male patients with AS (female 27.9% v male 22.2%, p=NS) and in controls (female 21.2% v male 18.7%, p=NS), whereas virtually no difference was found between female (13.1%) and male (13.4%) patients with RA.

**Disease duration and atopy**

The disease duration was neither significantly different between atopic and non-atopic patients with RA (mean disease duration 10.3 v 12.3 years; p=0.16) nor between atopic and non-atopic patients with AS (mean disease duration 13.1 v 14.5 years; p=0.4).

**Disease severity and atopy**

We applied the mHAQ to assess disease severity in both patients with AS and those with RA. The mHAQ in atopic patients with AS (n=61) was not different from that in non-atopic patients with AS (n=187) (median mHAQ 1.125, 25–75th centile 0.125–1.875 v mHAQ 1.0, 25–75th centile 0.25–1.5). Likewise the mHAQ in atopic patients with RA (n=60) was similar to that in non-atopic patients with RA (n=420) (median mHAQ 1.375, 25–75th centile 0.375–2.0 v mHAQ 1.25, 25–75th centile 0.5–2.25). Among atopic patients with RA the mHAQ was significantly lower in those patients (n=17) who developed their atopic disorder before the onset of RA than in patients (n=39) who experienced first symptoms of an atopic disorder at the time of or after the onset of RA (median mHAQ 0.75, 25–75th centile 0.25–2.0 v mHAQ 1.75, 25–75th centile 1.25–3.0; p=0.027) (fig 5). No such significant difference was seen in patients with AS (mHAQ 0.75, 25–75th centile 0–1.75 v mHAQ 1.25, 25–75th centile 0.5–2.25 in patients with onset of atopy before onset of AS (n=23) compared with patients with onset of AS before onset of atopy (n=27); p=0.2).

**Steroids, immunosuppressive drugs, and atopy**

Drugs may influence the prevalence of atopy. Therefore, all patients with RA with hay fever who agreed to undergo further assessment were compared with patients with RA without hay fever matched for sex, age, and disease duration. Twenty eight such matched pairs were identified who were then interviewed by telephone. Table 2 shows that the drugs used did not differ between atopic and non-atopic patients with RA. In particular, the usage of steroids in the past 12 months was similar in atopic (39%) and non-atopic (43%) patients with RA.
patients with RA as was the mean steroid dose (5.9 ± 5.3 mg prednisolone/day) and the mean duration of steroid usage (4.6 ± 3.4 years). Disease severity measured by the mHAQ was also not significantly different between these two groups (median 1.25 for atopic patients with RA v median 1.75 for non-atopic patients with RA; p=0.4).

Allergy to latex rubber

Allergy to latex rubber is increased in hospital workers. A recent study reported a prevalence of 7.3% for overall clinically relevant rubber latex allergy in German hospital workers.28 Because the control group in this study consisted of hospital workers about half of whom were involved in patient care (operating theatres, wards) and the other half in hospital administration we expected a relatively high prevalence of allergy to rubber latex gloves in our control group. Indeed, allergy to rubber gloves was reported by 4.9% of the controls (hospital workers) compared with 1.2% among patients with AS and 2.3% among patients with RA. Thus, reported prevalences of latex rubber allergy show that (a) our control group of hospital workers was representative for a population of hospital workers and (b) patients’ reports on allergies appear to be reliable.

DECISION

AS and RA are both systemic inflammatory rheumatic diseases but differ in many aspects including the local and systemic cytokine pattern. Whereas RA is known to be a strongly Th1 polarised disease,5 19 20 the cytokine pattern of AS has only recently been investigated and described as an impaired Th1 pattern because of low production of INFγ and of TNFα but without any relevant change of IL4 production compared with controls.21 22 Based on the similarities of the cytokine pattern of AS and of Th2 polarised atopic disorders we suggested that AS and atopic disorders may well coexist in a given patient. On the other hand, several lines of evidence suggest that Th1 polarised conditions such as RA and Th2 polarised disorders are inversely related.16–17 21 28 In this large cross-sectional study hay fever, asthma, and atopic eczema were indeed most prevalent among patients with AS, slightly less prevalent among healthy controls, and strongly decreased among patients with RF positive RA. Direct comparison of AS with RA was made possible because both patients with AS and patients with RA derived from the same setting and were studied using identical instruments.

Might the results of our study be influenced by confounding parameters? The large cohorts of patients with AS and RA were representative, in that patients seen by rheumatologists in private practice and in community hospitals as well as patients seen at tertiary academic centres were included in this study. Apart from RF positivity as a prerequisite for the entry of patients with RA no further preselection criteria were applied. The response rates to the questionnaire were similar in AS and RA. Age is potentially a confounding parameter because atopic disorders may decline with increasing age.29 30 To exclude age as a variable accounting for the differences in the prevalence of atopy we allocated patients according to their age into various age groups, each comprising 10 years. A decline with age was indeed seen in all three groups. Of greater importance, the prevalence of atopy in almost all age groups was again highest in AS, intermediate in controls, and lowest in RA. Thus, age may influence the prevalence of atopy but does not explain the general differences between AS, RA, and the control group.

It is well known that the prevalence of atopic disorders can vary substantially between countries and even between different geographical areas within a country. As a result of the reunification of East and West Germany in 1990 an increase of atopic disorders in East Germany took place. This increase has been attributed to the adoption of a “Western lifestyle” which comprises indoor allergens and homing conditions.31 32 We took into account this circumstance by recruiting subjects only if they had residency in West Berlin. The control group were representative hospital staff from West Berlin as indicated by the higher rate of allergy to latex rubber.

Immunosuppressive drugs and steroids may influence symptoms of atopic disorders. Because in AS steroids and immunosuppressants are generally not very effective, these drugs are rarely prescribed. In any case such drugs would rather decrease than increase the prevalence of symptomatic atopy and can therefore not account for the trend towards increased prevalence of atopy in AS. On the contrary, the decreased rate of atopy in RA might indeed be related to such drugs. Therefore, atopic patients with RA were compared with non-atopic patients with RA matched for age, sex, and disease duration. No differences in the overall use of steroids, median steroid dose, duration of steroid use, and overall use and type of immunosuppressant drugs were found, suggesting that drugs are unlikely to account for the low prevalence of atopy in RA.

Before this study there were no data on atopic disorders in AS. In RA, however, two recent studies reported a decreased prevalence of hay fever and of any atopic disorder.32 33 We therefore designed our study to have 80% power to replicate those findings. In our large cohort of 487 patients with RA the extent of reduction of hay fever (OR 0.58) and of any atopic disorder (OR 0.52) was similar to that reported for hay fever (OR 0.48) among 304 Dutch patients with RA and to that reported for any atopic disorder (OR 0.39) among 242 French patients with RA.34 35 Thus, our study provides further evidence that RA is indeed associated with a reduced prevalence of atopy. Interestingly, earlier studies in RA already showed decreased levels of IgE and a decreased prevalence of atopy in RA but were inconclusive because of lack of power.36 37

Like atopy, pregnancy is another example of the intriguing interaction of Th polarised conditions. A successful pregnancy is generally associated with a Th2 cytokine presence.38 If a significant pathogenic role for the RA- and AS-specific Th cytokine patterns is assumed, a temporary shift towards a Th2 milieu induced by pregnancy should ameliorate the course of RA but worsen the course of AS. In fact, most patients with RA have a milder course of their RA during pregnancy and a flare after delivery.39 40 In contrast, most patients with AS have either an unaltered course or aggravated symptoms when pregnant.41 Among many other pregnancy related local, mechanical, and hormonal factors, cytokines may contribute to these differences.

The implications of our study are severalfold: firstly, the data provide strong clinical support for the concept of divergent cytokine patterns in AS and RA. While RA is a Th1 polarised disease, AS is definitely not a Th1 polarised disease. Secondly, because atopic disorders arise generally before AS

Table 2 Drugs used in atopic and non-atopic patients with RA, matched for age, sex, and disease duration. Results shown as number (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>RA with hay fever (n=28)</th>
<th>RA without hay fever (n=28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prednisolone</td>
<td>11 (39)</td>
<td>12 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSAIDs</td>
<td>10 (36)</td>
<td>10 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>3 (11)</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX</td>
<td>15 (54)</td>
<td>18 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclosporin A</td>
<td>4 (14)</td>
<td>4 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfasalazine</td>
<td>3 (11)</td>
<td>4 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF blocker</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other DMARDs</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and RA one can speculate that a state of atopy once established may protect from the later development of RA but not from the development of AS. However, whether a state of atopy may also favour the subsequent development of AS is questionable because in AS there was only a non-significant trend for an increased prevalence of atopy in comparison with controls. Thus, the extent to which atopy may confer susceptibility to AS—if at all—seems to be rather small. Thirdly, atopy may influence the disease course of AS and RA.35 Disease severity of AS and RA was measured by the mHAQ in our study and appeared not to be modified by the coexistence of atopy. However, atopic patients with RA who had atopy before the onset of RA had a better functional status than atopic patients with RA who had RA before the onset of atopy. This suggests a less severe disease course if RA arises when a Th2 milieu is already established by a pre-existing atopic disorder. Fourthly, the Th1/Th2 imbalance appears theoretically as an appealing therapeutic target but seems to be of greater importance in RA than in AS.36 The fact that blocking TNFα is therapeutically effective in both RA and AS37–41 suggests that targeting other mediators of inflammation may be clinically more relevant than the restoration of the Th1/Th2 balance.

In summary, we found that atopic disorders are much more prevalent in AS than in RA. In comparison with controls, however, there was only a trend for a higher increase of atopic disorders in AS. The previously reported decrease of atopic disorders in RA is now confirmed. As a result, a state of atopy appears to offer some protection from RA, but only very little—if any—susceptibility to AS. Our findings may further indicate that the cytokine deviation towards the impaired Th1 pattern in AS is less strong than the cytokine deviation towards Th1 in RA.
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Methotrexate depresses immunoglobulins in children

Children treated with methotrexate for joint disease show a fall in immunoglobulins, a preliminary study has found. Now the researchers suggest a prospective study, including other inflammatory markers and measuring functional antibody concentrations, to assess the importance of the observation for this second line treatment.

Researchers at the Alder Hey Children’s Hospital, Liverpool, UK, made the discovery from a retrospective case review of 78 children in the care of the paediatric rheumatologists there over the past two years. Serum immunoglobulin concentrations fell significantly in the group overall (mean fall in IgG 4.03 g/l, 26%; IgA 0.37 g/l, 21%; and IgM 0.25 g/l, 17%). The results were corroborated for paired samples, which were available for 38 children. Mean fall was larger for methotrexate given subcutaneously than by mouth, and significantly so for IgG. Furthermore, falls in IgG below normal values occurred in six children—all with systemic disease—and all in subclass IgG1. Falls in IgG were not correlated with falls in other inflammatory markers, where data existed for them.

Among the 78 children whose notes were studied, 52 had polyarticular juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA), 17 had systemic onset JIA, and nine had other connective tissue diseases. Fifty were receiving low dose (10 mg/m²) methotrexate and 26 medium dose (15–20 mg/m²).

A fall in immunoglobulins with methotrexate treatment has been noted anecdotally by the researchers but has not been studied before.

* Archives of Disease in Childhood 2002;87:147–148.